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Abstract

Fuzzing is a testing technique to discover unknown vulnerabilities in software. When applying fuzzing to libraries, the core idea of supplying random input remains unchanged, yet it is non-trivial to achieve good code coverage. Libraries cannot run as standalone programs, but instead are invoked through another application. Triggering code deep in a library remains challenging as specific sequences of API calls are required to build up the necessary state. Libraries are diverse and have unique interfaces that require unique fuzzers, so far written by a human analyst.

To address this issue, we present FuzzGen, a tool for automatically synthesizing fuzzers for complex libraries in a given environment. FuzzGen leverages a whole system analysis to infer the library’s interface and synthesizes fuzzers specifically for that library. FuzzGen requires no human interaction and can be applied to a wide range of libraries. Furthermore, the generated fuzzers leverage LibFuzzer to achieve better code coverage and expose bugs that reside deep in the library.

FuzzGen was evaluated on Debian and the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) selecting 7 libraries to generate fuzzers. So far, we have found 17 previously unpatched vulnerabilities with 6 assigned CVEs. The generated fuzzers achieve an average of 54.94% code coverage; an improvement of 6.94% when compared to manually written fuzzers, demonstrating the effectiveness and generality of FuzzGen.

1 Introduction

Modern software distributions like Debian, Ubuntu, and the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) are large and complex ecosystems with many different software components. Debian consists of a base system with hundreds of libraries, system services and their configurations, and a customized Linux kernel. Similarly, AOSP consists of the ART virtual machine, Google’s support libraries, and several hundred third party components including open source libraries and vendor specific code. While Google has been increasing efforts to fuzz test this code, e.g., OSS-Fuzz [35, 36], code in these repositories does not always go through a rigorous code review process. All these components in AOSP may contain vulnerabilities and could jeopardize the security of Android systems. Given the vast amount of code and its high complexity, fuzzing is a simple yet effective way of uncovering unknown vulnerabilities [20, 27]. Discovering and fixing new vulnerabilities is a crucial factor in improving the overall security and reliability of Android.

Automated generational grey-box fuzzing, e.g., based on AFL [44] or any of the more recent advances over AFL such as AFLfast [6], AFLGo [5], collAFL [19], Driller [37], VuZzer [31], T-Fuzz [28], QSYM [42], or Angora [8] are highly effective at finding bugs in programs by mutating inputs based on execution feedback and new code coverage [24]. Programs implicitly generate legal complex program state as fuzzed input covers different program paths. Illegal paths quickly result in an error state that is either gracefully handled by the program or results in a true crash. Code coverage is therefore an efficient indication of fuzzed program state.

While such greybox-fuzzing techniques achieve great results regarding code coverage and number of discovered crashes in programs, their effectiveness does not transfer to fuzzing libraries. Libraries expose an API without dependency information between individual functions. Functions must be called in the right sequence with the right arguments to build complex state that is shared between calls. These implicit dependencies between library calls are often mentioned in documentation but are generally not formally specified. Calling random exported functions with random arguments is unlikely to result in an efficient fuzzing campaign. For example, libmpeg2 requires an allocated context that contains the current encoder/decoder configuration and buffer information. This context is passed to each subsequent library function. Random fuzzing input is unlikely to create this context and correctly pass it to later functions. Quite the contrary, it will generate a large number of false positive crashes when library dependencies are not enforced, e.g., the configuration function may set the length of the allocated decode buffer in the
internal state that is passed to the next function. A fuzzer that is unaware of this length field may supply a random length, resulting in a spurious buffer overflow. Alternatively, “invalid state checks” in library functions will likely detect dependency violations and terminate execution early, resulting in wasted fuzzing performance. To effectively fuzz libraries, a common approach is to manually write small programs which build up state and call API functions in a “valid” sequence. This allows the fuzzer to build up the necessary state to test functionality deep in the library.

libFuzzer [33] facilitates library fuzzing through the help of an analyst. The analyst writes a small “fuzzer stub”, a function that (i) calls the required library functions to set up the necessary state and (ii) leverages random input to fuzz state and control-flow. The analyst must write such a stub for each tested component. Determining interesting API calls, API dependencies, and fuzzed arguments is at the sole discretion of the analyst. While this approach mitigates the challenge of exposing the API, it relies on deep human knowledge of the underlying API and its usage. Hence, this approach does not scale to many different libraries.

FuzzGen is based on the following intuition: existing code on the system utilizes the library in diverse aspects. Abstracting the graph of possible library dependencies allows us to infer the complex library API. Different aspects of the API are tested by automatically generating custom fuzzer stubs based on the inferred API. The automatically generated fuzzers will execute sequences of library calls that are similar to those present in real programs without the “bloat” of real programs, i.e., removing all computation that is not strictly necessary to build the state required for fuzzing. These fuzzers will achieve deep coverage, improving over fuzzers written by an analyst as they consider real deployments and API usage.

On one hand, many libraries contain unit tests that exercise simple aspects of the library. On the other hand, programs that utilize a library’s API build up deep state for specific functions. Leveraging only individual test cases for fuzzing is often too simplistic and building on complex programs results in low coverage as all the program functionality is executed alongside the target library. Test cases are too simple and fail to expose deep bugs while full programs are too complex. A mechanism that automatically constructs arbitrarily complex fuzzer stubs with complex API interactions and library state allows sufficient testing of complex API functions. The set of all test cases and programs which use a library covers nearly all relevant API invocations and contains code to set up the necessary complex state to execute API calls. The vast amount of different library usages implicitly defines an Abstract API Dependence Graph (A²DG). Based on this A²DG it is possible to automatically create fuzzer stubs that test different aspects of a library (Figure 1).

To address the challenges of fuzzing complex libraries, we propose FuzzGen. FuzzGen consists of three parts: an API inference, an A²DG construction mechanism, and a fuzzer generator that leverages the A²DG to produce a custom libFuzzer “fuzzer stub”. The API inference component builds an A²DG based on all test cases and programs on a system that use a given library. The A²DG is a graph that records all API interactions, including parameter value range and possible interactions. Our analysis infers library use and constructs a generic A²DG based on this use. The fuzzer generator synthesizes fuzzers that build up complex state and leverage fuzz input to trigger faults deep in the library. FuzzGen automates the manual process of the analyst in creating custom-tailored fuzzers for libraries and specific library functions. The key contribution of FuzzGen is an automatic way to create new libFuzzer [33] stubs, enabling broad and deep library fuzzing.

FuzzGen performs a whole system analysis, iterating over all programs and libraries that use the target library to infer the A²DG. It then automatically generates fuzzer stubs (ranging from 1,000 to 10,000 LoC) that encode the A²DG and use libFuzzer to fuzz individual API components. FuzzGen was evaluated on Debian and Android [2].

Our evaluation of FuzzGen so far, resulted in 17 discovered vulnerabilities in the Android media framework, with 6 assigned CVEs: CVE-2019-2176 [16], CVE-2019-2108 [15], CVE-2019-2107 [14] and CVE-2019-2106 [13] (critical), CVE-2017-13187 [12] (high) and –duplicate– CVE-2017-0858 [11] (medium). (in Appendix C we provide more details on these vulnerabilities). Finding and eliminating vulnerabilities in these components is crucial to prevent potential attacks such as StageFright [17]. So far, FuzzGen has reported 17 new vulnerabilities in Android native libraries and Debian. The discovered bugs range from denial of service to stack buffer overflows, as shown in Section 6. Overall FuzzGen makes the following contributions:
• Design of a whole system analysis that infers valid API interactions for a given library based on existing programs and libraries that use the target library—abstracting the information into an Abstract API Dependence Graph (A2DG);  
• Based on the A2DG, FuzzGen creates libFuzzer stubs that construct complex program state to expose vulnerabilities in deep library functions was developed—fuzzers are generated without human interaction;  
• Evaluation of the prototype on AOSP and Debian demonstrates the effectiveness and the generality of the FuzzGen technique. Generating fuzzers for 7 libraries, FuzzGen discovered 17 bugs. The generated fuzzers achieve 54.94% code coverage on average, compared to 48.00% that fuzzer stubs—written manually by experts—achieve.

A note on disclosure: All bugs have been responsibly disclosed, and fixes have been pushed to the corresponding projects. The source code of our prototype is available at https://github.com/HexHive/FuzzGen, allowing other researchers to reproduce our results and to extend our automatic fuzzer generation technique.

2 The case for API-aware fuzzer construction

Writing an effective API-aware fuzzer requires an in-depth understanding of the target library and pinpointing the interesting components for fuzzing. Consider the libmpeg2 library, which provides encoding and decoding functions for MPEG2 video streams. The library contains several functions to build up a per-stream context that other functions take as a parameter. This approach of encapsulating state is common in libraries. Figure 2 shows a code snippet for properly initializing an MPEG2 decoding object. A fully initialized decoder object is required to decode a video frame. Without this decoder object, frames cannot be decoded.

While a target-agnostic fuzzer (invoking all functions with random arguments in a random order) may find simple issues, deep bugs will likely be missed due to their dependence on complex state. Naïve fuzzers are also prone to false positives due to lack of API awareness. Consider a fuzzer that targets frame decoding. If the context does not contain a valid length with a pointer to an allocated decode buffer then the fuzzer will trigger a false positive crash when the decoded frame is written to unallocated memory. However, this is not a bug in the decode function. It is simply improper initialization. Orthogonally, by supplying random values to certain arguments, such as function pointers or sizes, a fuzzer may trigger memory errors. These crashes do not correspond to actual bugs or vulnerabilities as such an illegal context cannot be generated through any possible execution of a benign use of the library. Inferring API dependencies, such as generating a common context, initializing the necessary buffers, and preparing it for usage, is challenging because dependencies are not encoded as part of the library specification.

However, by observing a module that utilizes libmpeg2 (i.e., a library consumer), we could observe the dependencies between the API calls and infer the correct order of context initialization calls. Such dependencies come in the form of (a) control flow dependencies and (b) shared arguments (variables that are passed as arguments in more than one API call). Furthermore, arguments that hold the state of the library (e.g., the context), should not be fuzzed, but instead they should be passed, without intermediate modification, from one call to the next. Note that this type of information is usually not formally specified. The libmpeg2 library exposes a single API call, impeg2d_api_function, that dispatches to a large set of internal API functions. Yet, this state machine of API dependencies is not made explicit in the code.

3 Background and Related Work

Early fuzzers focused on generating random parameters to test resilience of code against illegal inputs. Different forms of fuzzers exist depending on how they generate input, handle crashes, or process information. Generational fuzzers, e.g., PROTONS [32], SPIKE [1], or PEACH [18], generate inputs based on a format specification, while mutational fuzzers, e.g., AFL [44], honggfuzz [39], or zzuf [22], synthesize inputs through random mutations on existing inputs, according to
We follow proposed guidelines \[24\] for a thorough evaluation. Blackbox fuzzers, have no information about the program under test. That is, they treat all programs \textit{equally}, which allows them to target arbitrary applications. Whitebox fuzzers are aware of the program that they test and are target-specific. They adjust inputs based on some information about the target program, targeting more “interesting” parts of the program. Although whitebox fuzzers are often more effective in finding bugs (as they focus on a small part of the program) and therefore have lower complexity, they require manual effort and analysis and allow only limited reuse across different programs (the whitebox fuzzer for program A cannot be used for program B). Greybox fuzzers attempt to find a balance between blackbox and whitebox fuzzing by inferring information about the program and feeding that information back to guide the fuzzing process. Evaluating fuzzers is challenging. We follow proposed guidelines \[24\] for a thorough evaluation.

Code coverage is often used in greybox fuzzers to determine if an input should be further evaluated. The intuition is that the more code a given input can reach the more likely is to expose bugs that reside deep in the code. Fuzzers are limited by the \textit{coverage wall}. This occurs when the fuzzer stops making progress, and could be due to limitations of the model, input generation, or other constraints. Any newly generated input will only cover code that has already been tested. Several recent extensions of AFL have tried to address the coverage wall using symbolic or concolic execution techniques \[23\] and constraint solving. Driller \[37\] detects if the fuzzer no longer increases coverage and leverages program tracing to collect constraints along paths. Driller then uses a constraint solver to construct inputs that trigger new code paths. Driller works well on CGC binaries but the constraint solving cost can become high for larger programs. Vuuzzer \[31\] leverages static and dynamic analysis to infer control-flow of the application under test, allowing it to generate application-aware input. T-Fuzz \[28\] follows a similar idea but instead of adding constraint solving to the input generation loop, it rewrites the binary to bypass hard checks. If a crash is found in the rewritten binary, constraint solving is used to see if a crash along the same path can be triggered in the original binary. FuzzGen addresses the coverage wall by generating multiple different fuzzers with different API interactions. The \textit{A2DG} allows FuzzGen to quickly generate alternate fuzz drivers that explore other parts of the library under test.

Although the aforementioned fuzzing approaches are effective in exposing unknown vulnerabilities, they assume that the target program has a well defined interface to supply random input and observe for crashes. These methods cannot be extended to deal with libraries. A major challenge is the \textit{interface diversity} of the libraries, where each library provides a different interface through its own set of exported API calls. Diffuze \[10\] was the first approach for interface-aware fuzzing of kernel drivers. Kernel drivers follow a well-defined interface (through \textit{ioctl}) allowing Diffuze to reuse common structure across drivers. FuzzGen infers how an API is used from existing use cases and generates fuzzing functions based on observed usage. SemFuzz \[41\], used natural-language processing to process the CVE descriptions and extract the location of the bug. Then it uses this information to synthesize inputs that target this specific part of the vulnerable code.

**FUDGE** \[4\], is the most recent effort on automated fuzz driver generation. Similarly to FuzzGen (and developed concurrently and independently), FUDGE leverages a library’s unit tests to infer the API of a library and synthesize a fuzzer. However there are three major differences from our approach: \textit{First}, FUDGE uses dynamic analysis to extract valid sequences of API calls from individual unit tests, while FuzzGen relies on a static analysis to analyze only unit tests, but arbitrary library consumers. \textit{Second}, FUDGE generates a single fuzzer for each unit test, while FuzzGen leverages a \textit{whole system analysis} to combine different sequences of API calls, thus resulting in more generic fuzzers that focus on actual API usage and not just unit tests. \textit{Third}, FUDGE requires user interaction, while FuzzGen provides full automation.

Beside fuzzing, there are several approaches to infer API usage and specification. One way to infer API specifications \[29, 30\] is through dynamic analysis. This approach collects runtime traces from an application, analyzes objects and API calls and produces Finite State Machines (FSMs) that describe valid sequences of API calls. This set of API specifications is solely based on dynamic analysis. Producing rich execution traces that utilize many different aspects of the library requires the ability to generate proper inputs to the program. Similarly, API Sanitizer \[43\] finds violation of API usages. APISan infers correct usages of an API from other uses of the API and ranks them probabilistically, without relying on whole-program analysis. APISan leverages symbolic execution to create a database of (symbolic) execution traces and statistically infers valid API usages. APISan suffers from limited scalability due to symbolic execution. As a static analysis tool, it may result in false positives. SSLint \[21\] targets SSL/TLS libraries and discovers API violations based on an analyst-encoded API graph. MOPS \[7\] is a static analyzer that uses a set of safe programming rules and searches for violations of those rules. Yamaguchi \textit{et. al} \[40\] present a technique that mines common vulnerabilities from source code, representing them as a code property graph. Based on this representation, they discover bugs in other programs.
To synthesize customized fuzzer stubs for a library, FuzzGen valid sequences of API calls and possible argument ranges for A based on the all valid API interactions. Third, it synthesizes fuzzer stubs Abstract API Dependence Graph the this library to infer the basic API. Second, FuzzGen builds and collects all code on the system that utilizes functions from shown in Figure 1. First, FuzzGen analyzes the target library be manually overlooked; and FuzzGen scales to full systems it is complete and leverages all uses of a library, which could human analyst in several ways: it leverages real-world usage learning how it is used in practice FuzzGen to generate fuzzer stubs that are similar to what a comparable to real programs. Our library usage analysis allows FuzzGen to generate fuzzer stubs that are similar to what a human analyst would generate after learning the API and learning how it is used in practice. FuzzGen improves over a progressive library inference. Each potential API function is checked by iteratively compiling a test program linked with the target library. If linking fails, the function is not part of the library. Under-approximations are generally not a problem as functions that are exported but never used in a consumer are not reachable through attacker-controlled code.

4 Design

To synthesize customized fuzzer stubs for a library, FuzzGen requires both the library and code that exercises the library (referred to as library consumer). FuzzGen leverages a whole system analysis to infer the library API, scanning consumers for library calls. The analysis detects all valid library usage, e.g., valid sequences of API calls and possible argument ranges for each call. This information is essential to create reasonable fuzzer stubs and is not available in the library itself.

By leveraging actual uses of API sequences, FuzzGen synthesizes fuzzer code that follows valid API sequences, comparable to real programs. Our library usage analysis allows FuzzGen to generate fuzzer stubs that are similar to what a human analyst would generate after learning the API and learning how it is used in practice. FuzzGen improves over a human analyst in several ways: it leverages real-world usage and builds fuzzer stubs that are close to real API invocations; it is complete and leverages all uses of a library, which could be manually overlooked; and FuzzGen scales to full systems due to its automation without requiring human interaction.

At a high level, FuzzGen consists of three distinct phases, as shown in Figure 1. First, FuzzGen analyzes the target library and collects all code on the system that utilizes functions from this library to infer the basic API. Second, FuzzGen builds the Abstract API Dependence Graph (A²DG), which captures all valid API interactions. Third, it synthesizes fuzzer stubs based on the A²DG.

4.1 Inferring the library API

FuzzGen leverages the source files from the consumers to infer the library’s exported API. First, the analysis enumerates all declared functions in the target library, \( F_{lib} \). Then, it identifies all functions that are declared in all included headers of all consumers, \( F_{incl} \). Then, the set of potential API functions, \( F_{API} \) is:

\[
F_{API} \leftarrow F_{lib} \cap F_{incl} \tag{1}
\]

FuzzGen’s analysis relies on the Clang framework to extract this information during the compilation of library and consumer. To address over-approximation of inferred library functions (e.g., identification of functions that belong to another library that is used by the target library), FuzzGen applies a progressive library inference. Each potential API function is checked by iteratively compiling a test program linked with the target library. If linking fails, the function is not part of the library. Under-approximations are generally not a problem as functions that are exported but never used in a consumer are not reachable through attacker-controlled code.

4.2 A²DG construction

FuzzGen iterates over library consumers that invoke API calls from the target library and leverages them to infer valid API interactions. It builds an abstract layout of library consumers which is used to construct fuzzer stubs. Recall that FuzzGen fuzzer stubs try to follow an API flow similar to that observed...
The $A^2 DG$ encapsulates two types of information: control dependencies, and data dependences. Control dependencies indicate how the various API calls should be invoked, while data dependencies describe the potential dependencies between arguments and return values in the API calls (e.g., if the return value of an API call is passed as an argument in a subsequent API call).

The $A^2 DG$ is a directed graph of API calls, similar to a coarse-grained Control-Flow Graph (CFG) that expresses sequences of valid API calls in the target library. Edges are also annotated with valid parameter ranges to further improve fuzzing effectiveness as discussed in the following sections. Each node in the $A^2 DG$ corresponds to a single call of an API function, and each edge represents control flow between two API calls. The $A^2 DG$ encodes the control flow across the various API calls and describes which API calls are reachable from a given API call. Figure 3 (a) shows an instance of the CFG from a libopus consumer. The corresponding $A^2 DG$ is shown in Figure 3 (b).

Building the $A^2 DG$ is two step process. First, a set of basic $A^2 DG$s is constructed, one $A^2 DG$ for each root function in each consumer. Second, the $A^2 DG$s of all consumers are coalesced into a single $A^2 DG$.

### Constructing a basic $A^2 DG$.

To build a basic $A^2 DG$, FuzzGen starts with a consumer’s CFG. If the consumer is a library, FuzzGen builds CFGs for each exported API function, otherwise it starts with the main function. To reconcile the collection of CFGs, FuzzGen leverages the Call Graph of the consumer. An individual analysis starts at the entry basic block of every root function in the call graph to explore the full consumer. This may lead to a large number of $A^2 DG$s for a library consumer.

Starting from the entry basic block of a root function, FuzzGen iteratively removes every basic block that does not contain any call instruction to an API call. If a basic block contains multiple call instructions on API functions, the basic block is split into multiple $A^2 DG$s with one API call each. When a basic block calls a non-API function, FuzzGen recursively calculates the $A^2 DG$ for the callee and results are integrated into the caller’s $A^2 DG$. The pass integrates the calls into the root function. If the same non-API function is invoked multiple times, it is marked as a repeating function in the graph, avoiding an explosion of the graph’s complexity. The algorithm to create the $A^2 DG$ is shown in Algorithm 1. A call stack ($C_S$) prevents unbounded loops when analyzing recursive functions. Two maps ($M_{entry}$ and $M_{exit}$), associate basic blocks to individual nodes in the $A^2 DG$, allowing the algorithm to locate the $A^2 DG$ node a basic block corresponds to. Note that the only case that $M_{entry}$ and $M_{exit}$ are different is when a basic block contains more that one call to an API function.

After $A^2 DG$ construction, each node represents a single API call. The $A^2 DG$ allows FuzzGen to isolate the flows
between API calls and expose their control dependencies. Basic \(A^2DG\) construction is a static analysis which results in some over-approximation during CFG construction due to indirect function calls. FuzzGen uses an LLVM Link Time Optimization (LTO) analysis pass to extract this information.

**Coalescing \(A^2DG\) graphs.** After generating \(A^2DG\)s for each consumer, FuzzGen merges them into a single \(A^2DG\):

Select any two \(A^2DG\) graphs and try to coalesce them together. Repeat this process until there are no two \(A^2DG\) that can be coalesced together.

To coalesce two \(A^2DG\)s they must have at least one node in common. Two nodes are considered “common” if they invoke the same API call with the same arguments of the same type. FuzzGen starts from the root and selects the first common node. FuzzGen then removes the node from one graph and migrates all children, along with their sub trees, to the other \(A^2DG\), continuously merging common nodes. A common node is a requirement, as placing the nodes from the second \(A^2DG\) at random positions will likely result in illegal target states. If there are no common nodes, FuzzGen keeps the \(A^2DG\)s separate, synthesizing two different fuzzers.

Figure 3 (d) shows an example of the \(A^2DG\) produced after coalescing the two \(A^2DG\)s in Figure 3 (b) and (c). The nodes with function \text{opus_decoder_destroy} are coalesced (as the argument is a handle, which has the same type), but other nodes like \text{opus_decoder_ctl} are not coalesced as the arguments are different. It is possible for the coalesced \(A^2DG\) to result in an inconsistent state, which results in an API misuse. That is, the coalesced \(A^2DG\) may contain a path (i.e., a subset of API calls) that violates API usage and therefore causes problems to execution state of the library. In Appendix A, we explain this problem in detail.

Our experiments showed that it may be feasible to coalesce two \(A^2DG\)s without common nodes by backward-slicing and locating function usages that invoke the API call. We leave this along with other heuristics to coalesce \(A^2DG\)s into a single one, for future work.

**Precision of \(A^2DG\) construction.** The current FuzzGen \(A^2DG\) construction has two sources of imprecision: static analysis and merging. First, the static analysis results in an over-approximation of paths. This may result in false positives due to illegal API sequences that do not occur in real programs. Second, the merging process may over-eagerly merge two \(A^2DG\)s with different or slightly different parameters, resulting in illegal API sequences. We will discuss these sources of false positives in Section 7.

**4.3 Argument flow analysis**

To create effective fuzzers, the \(A^2DG\) requires both control and data dependencies. To construct the data dependencies between API calls FuzzGen leverages two analyses: argument value-set inference (what values are possible) and argument dependence analysis (how are individual variables reused).

**Argument value-set inference.** Argument value-set inference answers two questions: which arguments to fuzz and how to fuzz these arguments. Supplying arbitrary random values (i.e., “blind” fuzzing) to every argument imposes significant limitations both in the efficiency and the performance of fuzzing. Contexts, handles, and file/socket descriptors are examples that result in large numbers of false positives. Supplying random values for a descriptor in an API call results in shallow coverage as there are sanity checks at the beginning of the function call. Some arguments present diminishing returns when being fuzzed. Consider an argument that is used to hold output, or an argument that is part of a switch statement. In both cases, a fuzzer will waste cycles generating large inputs, where only a few values are meaningful. To better illustrate this, consider a fuzzer for \text{memcpy}:

```c
void *memcpy(void *dest, const void *src, size_t n);
```

Supplying arbitrary values to \(n\) makes it inconsistent with the actual size of \(src\), which results in a segmentation fault. However this crash does not correspond to a real bug. Also, the fuzzer may invest many cycles generating random values for the \(dest\) argument, which is never read by \text{memcpy}() (please ignore the corner case of overlapping source and destination arguments for the sake of the example).

Our analysis classifies arguments into two categories according to their type: primitive arguments (e.g., char, int, float, or double) and composite arguments (e.g., pointers, arrays, structs, or function pointers). The transitive closure of composite arguments are a collection of primitive arguments—pointers may have multiple layers (e.g., double indirect pointers), structures may contain nested structures, arrays and so on—and therefore they cannot be fuzzed directly. That is, they cannot be assigned a random (i.e., fuzz) value, upon the invocation of the API call but require layout-aware construction. Consider an API call that takes a pointer to an integer as the first argument. Clearly, fuzzing this argument results in segmentation faults, as the function attempts to dereference the likely invalid pointer. Instead, the pointer should point to some integer. The pointed-to address can be safely fuzzed. FuzzGen performs a data-flow analysis in the target library for every function for every argument, to infer the possible values that an argument could get.

**Argument dependence analysis.** Data-flow dependencies are as important as control-flow dependencies. A fuzzer must not only follow the intended sequence of API calls but must also provide matching data flow. For example, after creating a context, it must be passed to specific API calls for further processing. If this does not occur, it will likely result in a violation of a state check or a spurious memory corruption.

Data-flow dependencies to be encoded in an \(A^2DG\) can be intra-procedural and inter-procedural. First, FuzzGen identi-
An important challenge when synthesizing fuzzer stubs is to analyze cost. Our approach works well in practice and we leave values across API calls. Static alias analysis has the advantage A balance between depth and breadth of the calls and its arguments through the now complete flow for each argument. This gives FuzzGen some indication on how to initialize arguments. However, the arguments for the various API calls may expose further dependencies. The task of this part is twofold: First, it finds dependencies between arguments. For example, if an argument corresponds to a context that is passed to multiple consecutive API calls it should likely not be fuzzed between calls. Second, it performs backward slicing to analyze the data flow for each argument. This gives FuzzGen some indication on how to initialize arguments.

Second, FuzzGen identifies dependencies across functions: For each edge in the A^2DG, FuzzGen performs another data flow analysis for each pair of arguments and return values to infer whether they are dependent on each other.

Two alternative approaches could either \(i\) leverage concrete runtime executions of the example code which would result in an under-approximation with the challenge of generating concrete input for the runtime execution or \(ii\) leverage an inter-function alias analysis that would come at high analysis cost. Our approach works well in practice and we leave exploration of alternate approaches to data-flow inference as future work.

The A^2DG (i.e., API layout) exposes the order and the dependencies between the previously discovered API calls. However, the arguments for the various API calls may expose further dependencies. The task of this part is twofold: First, it finds dependencies between arguments. For example, if an argument corresponds to a context that is passed to multiple consecutive API calls it should likely not be fuzzed between calls. Second, it performs backward slicing to analyze the data flow for each argument. This gives FuzzGen some indication on how to initialize arguments.

4.4 Fuzzer stub synthesis

Finally, FuzzGen creates fuzzer stubs for the different API calls and its arguments through the now complete A^2DG. An important challenge when synthesizing fuzzer stubs is to balance between depth and breadth of the A^2DG exploration. For example, due to loops, a fuzzer stub could continuously call the same API function without making any progress.

Instead of generating many fuzzer stubs for each A^2DG, FuzzGen creates a single stub that leverages the fuzzer’s entropy to traverse the A^2DG. At a high level, a stub encodes all possible paths (to a certain depth) through the A^2DG. The first bits of the fuzzer input encode the path through the API calls of the A^2DG. Note that FuzzGen only encodes the sequence of API calls through the bits, not the complete control flow through the library functions themselves. The intuition is that an effective fuzzer will “learn” that if certain input encodes an interesting path, mutating later bits to explore different data-flow along that path. As soon as the path is well-explored, the fuzzer will flip bits to follow an alternate path.

5 Implementation

The FuzzGen prototype is written in about 19,000 lines of C++ code, consisting of LLVM/Clang [25] passes that implement the analyses and code to generate the fuzzers. FuzzGen generated fuzzers use libFuzzer [33] and are compiled with Address Sanitizer [34].

FuzzGen starts with a target library and performs a whole system analysis to discover all consumers of the library. The library and all consumers are then compiled to LLVM bitcode as our passes work on top of LLVM IR. Figure 4 shows a high level overview of the different FuzzGen phases.

The output of FuzzGen is a collection (one or more) of C++ source files. Each file is a fuzzer stub that utilizes libfuzzer [33] to fuzz the target library.

**Target API inference.** FuzzGen infers the library API by intersecting the functions implemented in the target library and those that are declared in the consumers’ header files.

**A^2DG construction.** FuzzGen constructs a per-consumer A^2DG by filtering out all non-API calls from each consumer’s CFG, starting from the root functions. For program consumers, the root function is main. To support libraries as consumers, root functions are functions with no incoming
Argument is not used
Argument is not modified
Argument takes a constant value from a set
Argument takes any (random) value
Argument is an array (pointers only)
Argument represents an array size
Argument holds output (destination buffer)
Argument is passed by value
Argument is a NULL pointer
Argument is a function pointer
Argument is dependent on another argument

Table 1: Set of possible attributes inferred during the argument value-set analysis.

edges (using a backwards data-flow analysis to reduce the imprecision through indirect control-flow transfers).

Internal Argument Value-Set inference. Possible values and their types for the function arguments are calculated through a per-function data flow analysis. FuzzGen assigns different attributes to each argument based on these observations. These attributes allow the fuzzer to better explore the data space of the library. Note that this process is imprecise due to aliasing. Table 1 shows the set of possible attributes. For example, if an argument is only used in a switch statement, it can be encoded as a set of predefined values. Similarly, if the first access to an argument is a write, the argument is used to output information. Arguments that are not modified (such as file descriptors or buffer lengths) receive the invariant attribute.

External Argument Value-Set inference. Complementing the internal argument value-set inference, FuzzGen performs a backward slice from each API call through all consumers, assigning the same attributes to the arguments.

Argument Value-Set Merging. Due to imprecision in the analysis or potential misuses of the library, the attributes of the arguments may differ. We need to carefully consolidate the different attributes for each argument when merging the attributes. Generally, FuzzGen’s analysis is more accurate with external arguments. These arguments tend to provide real use-cases of the function. Any internal assignments that give concrete values, are used to complement the externally observed values. Value-set merging is based on heuristics and may be adjusted in future work.

Dependence analysis. Knowing the possible values for each argument is not enough, the fuzzer must additionally know when to reuse the same variable across multiple functions. The dependence analysis infers when to reuse variables and when to create new ones between function calls. FuzzGen performs a per-function data flow analysis using precise intra-procedural and coarse-grained inter-procedural tracking to connect multiple API calls. While a coarse-grained inter-procedural analysis may result in imprecision, it remains tractable and scales to large consumers. The analysis records any data flow between two API functions in the $A^2DG$. Similarly to other steps, aliasing may lead to further imprecision.

Failure Heuristics. To handle some corner cases, FuzzGen uses a heuristic to discard error paths and dependencies. Many libraries contain ample error checking. Arguments are checked between API calls and, if an error is detected, the program signals an error. The argument analysis will detect these checks as argument constraints. Instead of adding these checks to the $A^2DG$, we discard them. FuzzGen detects functions that terminate the program or pass on errors and starts the detection from there.

$A^2DG$ Flattening. After initial $A^2DG$ construction, each consumer results in a set of at least one $A^2DG$. To create fuzzers that explore more state, FuzzGen tries to coalesce different $A^2DG$. Starting from an $A^2DG$ node where an API call shares the exact same argument types and attributes, FuzzGen continuously merges the nodes or adds new nodes that are different. If the two graphs cannot be merged, i.e., there is a conflict for an API call then FuzzGen returns two $A^2DG$s. If desired, the analyst can override merging policies based on the returned $A^2DG$s. However, coalescing may combine an API call sequence that results in a state inconsistency (see Appendix A for an example). An analyst may optionally disable coalescing and produce a less generic fuzzer for each consumer. Although this approach cannot expose deeper dependencies, it increases parallelism, as different fuzzers can target different aspects of the library.

$A^2DG$ Flattening. So far, the $A^2DG$ may contain complex control flow and loops. To create simple fuzzers, we “flatten” the $A^2DG$ before synthesizing a fuzzer. Our flattening heuristic is to traverse the $A^2DG$ and to visit each API call at least once by removing backward edges (loops) and then applying a (relaxed) topological sort on the acyclic $A^2DG$ to find a valid order for API calls. While a topological sort would provide a total order of functions (and therefore result in an overly rigid fuzzer), we relax the sorting. At each step our algorithm removes all API functions of the same order and places them in a group of functions that may be called in random order.

Fuzzer Synthesis. Based on a flattened $A^2DG$, FuzzGen translates nodes into API calls and lays out the variables according to the inferred data flow. The fuzzer leverages some fuzz input to decode a concrete sequence for each group of functions of the same order, resulting in a random sequence at runtime. Before compiling the fuzzer, FuzzGen must also include all the necessary header files. During the consumer analysis, FuzzGen records a dependence graph of all includes and, again, uses a topological sort to find the correct order for all the header files.

FuzzGen Preprocessor. The source code to LLVM IR translation is a lossy process. To include details such as
The effectiveness of a fuzzer depends on the number of discovered bugs. However, code coverage is a complementing metric that reflects a fuzzer’s effectiveness to generate inputs that cover large portions of the program. Performance is an orthogonal factor as more executed random tests broadly increase the chances of discovering a bug.

Due to the lack of extensive previous work on library fuzzing, we cannot compare FuzzGen to other automatic library fuzzers. As mentioned in Section 1, the primary method for library fuzzing is to (manually) write a fuzzer stub that leverages the libFuzzer [33] engine. We evaluate our FuzzGen prototype on AOSP and Debian. Evaluating and testing FuzzGen on two different systems demonstrates the ability to operate in different environments with different sets of library consumers. Additionally, we compare FuzzGen against libFuzzer stubs written by a human analyst. A second method is to find a library consumer (which is a standalone application) and use any of the established fuzzing techniques. We forfeit the second method as the selection of the standalone application will be arbitrary and highly influence the results. There is no good metric on how an analyst would select the “best” standalone application.

To compare FuzzGen, we select seven (7) widely deployed codec libraries to fuzz. There are two main reasons for selecting codec libraries. First, codec libraries present a broad attack surface especially for Android, as they can be remotely reached from multiple vectors as demonstrated in the Stage-Fright [17] attacks. Second, codec libraries must support a wide variety of encoding formats. They consist of complex parsing code likely to contain more bugs and vulnerabilities.

We manually analyzed the API usage of each library and wrote manual fuzzer stubs for libhevc, libavc, libmpeg2, and libgsm. Luckily AOSP already provides manually written fuzzers libopus, libvpx, and libaom which we can readily use. Some libraries such as libmpeg2 have complicated interface (see Section 2) and it took several weeks to sufficiently understand all libraries and write the corresponding fuzzer stubs. In comparison, FuzzGen generates a fuzzer in a few minutes given the LLVM IR of the library and the consumers.

Table 2 shows all libraries that we used in the evaluation for AOSP and Debian. Note that the libhevc, libavc, and libmpeg2 libraries have a single API call (see Figure 2 for an example) that acts as a dispatcher to a large set of internal functions. To select the appropriate operation, the program initializes a command field of a special struct which is passed to the function. Such dispatcher functions are challenging for fuzzer synthesis and we chose these libraries to highlight the effectiveness of FuzzGen.
Table 3: Results from fuzzer evaluation on codec libraries. We run each fuzz target 5 times. Total LoC = Total lines of fuzzer code, Edge Coverage % = edge coverage (max: maximum coverage from best run, avg: average coverage across all runs, min: minimum coverage from the worst run, std: standard deviation of the coverage), Bugs found = Number of total (T) and unique (U) bugs found, exec/sec = Average executions per second (from all runs), Difference = The difference between FuzzGen and manual fuzzers (p value from Mann-Whitney U test, unique bugs and maximum edge coverage). *The executions per second in this case are low because all 283 known bugs are timeout cases.

6.1 Consumer Ranking

When synthesizing fuzzers, methods for consumer selection are important. Fuzzers based on more consumers tend to include more functionality. This functionality, represented by new API calls and transitions between API functions, can increase the fuzzer’s complexity. An efficient fuzzer must take both the amount of API calls and the underlying complexity into account. It is important to consider how much initialization state should be constructed before fuzz input is injected into the process. It is also important to determine how many API calls should be used in a single fuzzer to target a particular aspect of the library. During the evaluation, we observed that adding additional consumers increases A2DG complexity without increasing the API diversity or covering new functionality. Merging too many consumers increases A2DG complexity without resulting in more interesting paths. Adding other consumers lead to the state inconsistency problem. Restricting the analysis to few consumers resulted in a more representative A2DG, but lead to an interesting question: which set of consumers provide a representative set of API calls?

FuzzGen ranks the “quality” of consumers from a fuzzing perspective and creates fuzzers from high quality consumers. The intuition is the number of API calls per lines of consumer code (i.e., the fraction of API calls in a consumer) correlates to a relatively high usage of the target API. That is, FuzzGen selects consumers that are “library oriented”. We empirically found that using four consumers demonstrates all features of our prototype, such as A2DG coalescing, and results in small fuzzers that are easy to verify. For the evaluation, the generated fuzzers are manually verified to not violate the implicit API dependencies or generate false positives.

However, in Appendix B we demonstrate how the number of consumers affects the set of API functions and how the generated A2DGs participate in the fuzzer. The number of applied consumers tail off at a certain point. That is, additional consumers increase fuzzers complexity without adding new “interesting” coverage of the API. In future work we plan to explore other heuristics or even random selections of consumers to construct potentially more precise A2DGs.

Formally, our heuristic for ranking consumers, is called consumer density, $D_c$, and defined as follows:

$$D_c = \frac{\#\text{distinct API calls}}{\text{Total lines of real code}}$$

6.2 Measuring code coverage

Code coverage is important both as feedback for the fuzzer during execution and to compare different fuzzers’ ability to explore a given program. Code coverage can be measured at different granularities: function, basic block, instruction, basic block edges, and even lines of source code. FuzzGen, like AFL and libFuzzer, uses basic block edge coverage.

For the evaluation, FuzzGen uses SanitizerCoverage [9], a feature that is available in Clang. During compilation, SanitizerCoverage adds instrumentation functions between CFG edges to trace program execution. To optimize performance, SanitizerCoverage does not add instrumentation functions on every edge as many edges are considered redundant. This means that the total number of edges that are available for instrumentation during fuzzing do not correspond to the total number of edges in the CFG.

Measuring code coverage for a single fuzzing run may be misleading [24]. To address this, statistical testing is conducted across the five runs to calculate the average coverage over time. Since new code paths are found at different times, we cannot simply calculate the average coverage for a given time. To overcome this problem we use linear interpolation to approximate the coverage for each fuzzing run at given time intervals. Then we calculate the average code coverage on each interval and visualize it in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Finally, we also report the results of the Mann-Whitney U test, comparing the maximum coverage across all runs for manual/generated fuzzers, according to [3]. The coverage of the FuzzGen generated fuzzers are better ($p < 0.05$, two-tailed)
Figure 5: Code coverage (%) over time for each library. The blue line shows the average edge coverage over time for manual fuzzers and the orange line shows the edge coverage for the best single run (among the five) for manual fuzzers. Similarly, the green line shows the average edge coverage for FuzzGen fuzzers, and the red line the edge coverage from best single run for FuzzGen fuzzers.

Figure 6: Code coverage over time for libaom.

than the manually written fuzzers for all libraries except for libaom, where the result is not statistically significant.

6.3 Android evaluation

To evaluate FuzzGen on Android, we set up a small device cluster (details are shown in Appendix D) to fuzz the first five (5) libraries. Table 3 shows the results of our fuzzing execution. The first observation is that manual fuzzers are smaller in size as they target only a specific part of the library (e.g., a decoding routine). Second, manual fuzzers are more targeted. Due to the focus on a single component, manual fuzzers can expose more bugs in that component compared to FuzzGen fuzzers. Meanwhile, FuzzGen fuzzers are broader and achieve a higher code coverage as they encode more diverse API interactions. This however imposes complexity which results in performance overhead, reducing the number of executions per second. Given more additional resources, FuzzGen fuzzers therefore allow the exploration of a broader program surface in the long run.

To get a better intuition on the evolution of the fuzzing process, we visualize the edge coverage over time as shown in Figure 5a through Figure 5e. The libopus library has lower total coverage (39.99%) than the other libraries tested. This is because all selected consumers focused on the decoding functionality. This aspect is highlighted in Table 2, where the fuzzer includes only 12 API calls while the API exposes 65 functions. A different selection of library consumers that utilize more aspects of the library (e.g., encoding functionality), would result in higher coverage, illustrating that selection of library consumers is crucial for FuzzGen fuzzing.

One of the key advantages of FuzzGen compared to manual fuzzer collection is the scalability and automation that FuzzGen provides. FuzzGen can leverage different sets of consumers to create many different fuzzers (e.g., a fuzzer stub focusing on encoding while another fuzzer stub focuses on decoding), allowing an analyst to explore different parts of
the API in depth without having to manually create individual fuzzers. These automatically created fuzzers can run at scale, simplifying the work of the analyst.

6.4 Debian evaluation

The Debian evaluation shows similar results to the Android evaluation. Two (2) additional codec libraries were selected for FuzzGen fuzzer generation. It is important to note the difference in library consumer selection. On Android, consumers are limited to those present in AOSP. On Debian, the package manager is referenced to search for consumers that depend on the given library. In both cases we leverage a “finite” ecosystem where we can iterate through all available packages and select candidates to synthesize our fuzzers.

The last two columns of Table 3 show the results of running libvpx and libaom on Debian. The edge coverage over time is shown in Figure 5f and Figure 6 respectively. The first observation is that manual fuzzers have a lower rate of executions per second even though they are much smaller in size. This is because they contain loops. That is, they use a loop to continuously feed random input to the decoder. FuzzGen fuzzers are loop-free, which implies they spend less time on individual random inputs. For both libvpx and libaom, decoding multiple frames results in building a more complicated decoding state, which in turn triggers deeper code paths. It is better to have a fuzzer that contains loops for these cases, even though it achieves lower executions per second. For libopus, the decoding state is much simpler—since it is an audio library—so decoding multiple frames on each random input, affects performance, which results in a lower coverage.

7 Discussion and future work

Our prototype demonstrates the power of automatic fuzzer generation and API dependency analysis. As this is a first step towards automation, we would like to highlight several opportunities for improvement.

Maximum code coverage FuzzGen generated fuzzers achieve 54.94% coverage on average compared to manually written fuzzers that achieve only 48.00%. While FuzzGen vastly simplifies the generation of fuzzers, it remains an open question if the additional coverage substantially improves the fuzzing effectiveness in itself and if full cumulative coverage can be achieved by improving FuzzGen. The coverage we report is the cumulative coverage across all inputs in a single run. Given a fuzzer stub, only a certain amount of coverage can be achieved given a combination of the used API functions and the arguments used for those functions. The problem of the maximum possible coverage that a fuzzer can achieve given a fuzzer stub is left for future work.

Single library focus. For now, FuzzGen focuses on a single target library and does not consider interactions between libraries. FuzzGen could be extended to support multiple libraries and interactions between libraries. This extension poses the interesting challenge of complex inter-dependencies but will allow the exploration of such inter-dependencies through an automated fuzzer. We leave this as future work.

Coalescing dependence graphs into a unifying $A^2DG$. When multiple library consumers are available, FuzzGen has to either coalesce all generated $A^2DG$ into a single one or generate a separate fuzzer of each library consumer. While the first approach can expose deeper dependencies and therefore achieve deeper coverage, it could potentially result in state inconsistencies. The latter approach increases parallelism, as different clusters can fuzz different aspects of the library.

False positives. Imprecision in the static analysis and the $A^2DG$ coalescing may result in spurious paths that result in false positives. Fuzzing libraries is inherently challenging as the API dependencies are not known. The analysis could trace benign executions and extract benign API sequences to construct the $A^2DG$. This would result in an under-approximation of all valid API sequences. However, the static analysis combined with $A^2DG$ coalescing results in an over-approximation. We argue that the over-approximation results in additional freedom for the fuzzer to generate more interesting path combinations, allowing FuzzGen to trigger deep bugs at the cost of a small false positive rate. In general, we propose to validate the API sequence during triaging. The analyst can trace the set of API calls and their parameters and manually check, for each reported crash, that the API sequence is valid. We empirically discovered that for some but few merged consumers, the likelihood of false positives is low. For our evaluation, we manually verified that the fuzzers cannot create false positives by double checking all API sequences.

8 Conclusion

Despite their effectiveness in vulnerability discovery, existing fuzzing techniques do not transfer well to libraries. Libraries cannot run as standalone applications and fuzzing them requires either a manually written libFuzzer stub that utilizes the library, or to fuzz the library through a library consumer. The wide diversity of the API and the interface of various libraries further complicates this task. To address this challenge, we presented FuzzGen, a framework that automatically infers API interactions from a library and synthesizes a targetspecific fuzzer for it. FuzzGen leverages a whole system analysis to collect library consumers and builds an Abstract API Dependence Graph ($A^2DG$) for them.

We evaluated FuzzGen on 7 codec libraries—which are notorious for having a complicated interface—and in all cases, the generated fuzzers were able to discover 17 previously unknown vulnerabilities and received 6 CVEs.

The source code of our prototype is available at https://github.com/HexHive/FuzzGen.
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### A State Inconsistency

Although coalescing increases the generality of the fuzzers, it suffers from the *state inconsistency* problem. Consider for instance a fuzzer of a socket library and two library consumers (a) and (b) as shown below:

```plaintext
/* consumer #1 */
sd = socket(...);
connect(...);
// send only sock
shutdown(sd, SHUT_RD);
write(sd, ...);
close(sd);

/* consumer #2 */
sd = socket(...);
connect(...);
// send & recv
write(sd, ...);
read(sd, ...);
close(sd);

/* coalesced */
sd = socket(...);
connect(...);
shutdown(sd, SHUT_RD);
write(sd, ...);
read(sd, ...);
close(sd);
```

(a) (b) (c)
Table 4: Complexity increase for the libopus library. **Consumers**: Total number of consumers used. **API**: **Used**: Total number of distinct API calls used in the final fuzzer. **Found**: Total number of distinct API calls identified in headers. **A²DG**: **Total**: Total number of $A^2DG$ graphs produced (if coalescing is not possible there are more than one graphs). **Nodes & edges**: The total number of nodes and edges across all $A^2DG$s.

The first module connects to a server and terminates the read side of the socket (as it only sends data). The second module both sends and receives data. If we ignore the arguments for now, the functions `socket`, `connect`, and `write` are shared between the two consumers and they are therefore coalesced. The result is the coalesced fuzzer shown in (c). However this results in an inconsistency where the fuzzer closes the read side of the socket and later tries to read from it. Although the fuzzer does not crash, the coalesced module violates the state and is therefore not a useful fuzzer.

$A^2DG$ coalescing results in aggressive fuzzers that achieve deeper coverage and find more bugs. The downside is that coalescing may introduce false positives where the API is violated, resulting in false bugs. Without coalescing, the fuzzers are redundant and will not achieve coverage as deep as the coalesced fuzzers but will not introduce any false positives. In our empirical evaluation we discovered that the number of false positives is low and we therefore enable coalescing but leave it as a configurable option. In future work, we will look at how to tune coalescing aggressiveness, i.e., deciding how and when to coalesce based on a heuristic.

## B Library Consumer Complexity

We empirically determined that a maximum of four consumers is a reasonable balance between complexity, breadth of explored API, and fuzzing effectiveness. To demonstrate the loss of effectiveness and the unnecessary increase in complexity when adding too many consumers, we present a case study on the libopus library where we continuously and iteratively merge consumers. We start with one consumer and progressively add more consumers (following our predetermined ranking). We measure the total number of API calls found in the consumer along with the size of the corresponding $A^2DG$. Table 4 shows how the number of consumers increases the size of the explored API. Only 7 consumers are enough to discover the complete API. However, the generated fuzzer only executes 33 different API calls. With increasing number of merged consumers, the fuzzer then executes more API calls until we reach a plateau at 13 merged consumers. Note that the fuzzer creates one path through the program that strings these API calls together. Libraries expose different functionality that are hard to streamline. This additional complexity slows down the fuzzer and prohibits it from discovering bugs quickly. Additionally, the generated fuzzers are harder for an analyst to analyze and, due to the repeated merging process, we increase the chances of false positives. Our observation is that it is better to create several smaller fuzzers than one complex fuzzer.

Figure 7 visualizes the discovery of API calls relative to the increasing set of merged library consumers. With 15 consumers FuzzGen generates a fuzzer stub with 8,375 lines of code. Despite this enormous size, it compiled and discovered a crash. However verifying whether this crash is a false positive or not, is extremely challenging due to the complexity of the API interactions in the fuzzer.

Table 5: Assigned CVEs for the vulnerabilities found by FuzzGen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVE Number</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2017-0858</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>libhevc</td>
<td>Stack buffer overflow in libhevc</td>
<td>libhevc.Number of Calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2017-1727</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>libhevc</td>
<td>Stack buffer overflow in libhevc</td>
<td>libhevc.Number of Calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2019-2107</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>libhevc</td>
<td>Stack buffer overflow in libhevc</td>
<td>libhevc.Number of Calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2019-2106</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>libhevc</td>
<td>Stack buffer overflow in libhevc</td>
<td>libhevc.Number of Calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2017-13187</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>libhevc</td>
<td>Out of bounds read in libhevc</td>
<td>libhevc.Number of Calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2017-0858</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>libhevc</td>
<td>NULL pointer dereference in libhevc</td>
<td>libhevc.Number of Calls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C Overview of Disclosed Vulnerabilities

During our evaluation, the generated fuzzers discovered 17 vulnerabilities, 6 of which were assigned CVEs (Table 5). Following responsible disclosure, some vulnerabilities are still under embargo.

CVE-2019-2106 [13] is a critical vulnerability found in the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [38] library on Android. The vulnerability is an out of bounds write—which could lead to an arbitrary write—and resides inside ihevc_sao_edge_offset_class2_chroma_ssse3, as shown below:

```c
void ihevc_sao_edge_offset_class2_chroma_ssse3(UWORD8 *pu1_src,
    WORD32 src_strd, UWORD8 *pu1_src_left, UWORD8 *pu1_src_top,
    UWORD8 *pu1_src_top_left, UWORD8 *pu1_src_top_right,
    UWORD8 *pu1_src_bot_left, UWORD8 *pu1_avail,
    WORD8 *pi1_sao_offset_u, WORD8 *pi1_sao_offset_v,
    WORD32 wd, WORD32 ht) {
    WORD32 row, col;
    UWORD8 *pu1_src_top_cpy, *pu1_src_left_cpy, *pu1_src_left_cpy2;
    /* ... */
    // availability mask creation
    u1_avail0 = pu1_avail[0];
    u1_avail1 = pu1_avail[1];
    au1_mask[0] = u1_avail0;
    au1_mask[1] = u1_avail0;
    au1_mask[wd - 1] = u1_avail1;
    au1_mask[wd - 2] = u1_avail1;
    // Crash. OOB write --->
}
```

CVE-2017-13187 [12] is another high severity vulnerability found in the same component. This time, the vulnerability is an out of bounds read—which can cause remote denial of service—and resides inside ihevcd_nal_unit as shown below:

```c
IHEVCD_ERROR_T ihevcd_nal_unit(codec_t *ps_codec)
{
    IHEVCD_ERROR_T ret = (IHEVCD_ERROR_T)IHEVCD_SUCCESS;
    /* NAL Header */
    nal_header_t s_nal;
    ret = ihevcd_nal_unit_header(&ps_codec->s_parse.s_bitstrm, &s_nal);
    RETURN_IF((ret != (IHEVCD_ERROR_T)IHEVCD_SUCCESS), ret);
    if(ps_codec->i4_slice_error)
    {
        s_nal.i1_nal_unit_type = // Crash. OOB read. --->
        psCodec->s_parse.ps_slice_hdr->i1_nal_unit_type;
    }
}
```

Supplying a frame with malformed slices to the decoder triggers both an out-of-bounds write (using the first vulnerability) and an out-of-bounds read (using the second vulnerability).

D Lab setup used for Android evaluation

To evaluate our fuzzers we utilized a set of twelve (12) Pixel-2 (walleye) devices. This setup allowed us to run repeated 24-hour fuzzing sessions. Figure 8 shows our device cluster.